**WELLSBORO** — Nathan Buchinski got the bear he’s always wanted on June 25 thanks to Rose Anna Moore’s “This Is My Quest” Foundation.

Buchinski, a high school student who has cerebral palsy, said he signed up for a hunting trip with the help of the foundation.

Moore poses before the hunt.

“Hundreds of boars up there,” Moore said. “It’s very important for local families that continue to hunt that they can do for them.”

Two local families have formed a bond rooted in a shared love of a Charles Township Township property.

“Mom would ring a bell to let us know everything that the dish went out,” Charlie Hollenbeck said of his family’s每次 meal.

“Families that continues to this day,” Dottie Hollenbeck said.

“Charlie and Dottie are still here, but the children have since died, but the friendship between the two that continued to this day,” Hollenbeck said.

“After finding many references to the Hollenbeck family in the archives, Jim flipped open the phone book, found listing for C. Hollenbeck and dialed the number,” Hollenbeck said.
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